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Preface 
During recent  years mathematical  modeling has been extensively deployed 
within t he  IIASA energy research activities. The shift in the  Energy Project 's  
activities from predominantly global energy demand and supply considerations 
toward more  regional and local ones called for greater  detail in the  representa- 
tion of t he  energy system compared to  t h e  models used within t he  scope of 
"Energy in a Finite World" (W. Hiifele e t  al., Ballinger Publishing Company, 
1981). Furthermore, the statist ical  data  base has improved considerably over 
r ecen t  years which allowed for a comprehensive representation of the  ent i re  
energy chain from resource extraction to  end-use conversion. 
The change in the scope of t he  Energy Group's activities and t h e  improved 
statist ical  data  availability motivated the  development of the  MESSAGE-11 
energy model. The point of departure  was t h e  original MESSAGE model of ILASA's 
global energy study. Like i t s  predecessor,  MESSAGE-I1 was conceptualized for 
t h e  transformation of dynamic l inear programming problems into matr ix  s t ruc-  
tures .  But apar t  from primary to  secondary energy conversion, t he  main 
feature  of the  original model, this  new code also depicts energy extraction, 
transport ,  distribution and end-use conversion. In addition, MESSAGE-11 hosts 
fea tures  such a s  integer programming, non-linear objectives and t h e  possibility 
of multi-objective optimization. The optimization of a MESSGAE-11 coded prob- 
lem requires a linear program solving package, e.g. MINOS, APEX, MPSX, etc .  
P a r t  3 of this report  provides the  descriptions of both, t he  mathematical 
formulation and a gcide for t h e  code implementation and specification of input 
files necessary for the potential user  t o  understand and apply this code. P a r t  I1 
contains a complete example of a MESSAGE-I1 code application including input 
files, etc.  The actual use of MESSAGE-I1 may benefit from another  publication 
t h a t  is closely related to  this  report .  The "User's Guide for t he  Post-Processor 
of MESSAGE-11 (WP-84-72) entails convenient pre- and post- calculating pro- 
cedures ,  report writing and plotting routines,  etc. tailored particularly to 
in te rac t  with MESSAGE-11. The examples used in the post-processor guide 
correspond to  the  examples given in t he  user 's  guide for the matr ix  generator.  
Hans-Holger Rogner 
Leader 
International Gas Study 
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1. Introduction 
M E S S A G E  I I  is a dynamic linear programming model that  has the option to 
use mixed integer programming. In connection with M I N O S  [ I ]  it can also handle 
nonlinear objective functions. The technique of linear programming (LP) has 
been chosen because practically all types of computers a r e  equipped with com- 
mercial solving packages, t ha t  a r e  well tested and applicable for large-scale prob- 
lems. M E S S A G E  I I  has been  developed a t  llASA on the basis of M E S S A G E ,  a Model 
for  Energy Supply Strategy A lternatives and their General Environmental impact 
[ Z ] .  The underlying principle of both models is the optimization of an objective 
function under a se t  of constraints defining the feasible region where all possible 
solutions of the problem lie. The objective helps t o  choose the  solution considered 
best  according t o  the cr i ter ia  specified. 
Due to the fact tha t  LP problems are  usually solved by commercial LP pack- 
ages the  whole software package of M E S S A G E  I I  consists of two blocks. The appli- 
cation of block 1 provides t he  user with the  matrix to be further processed by the 
LP package and with a printed report  of the inputs and assumptions. 
Block 2 is then  used t o  process the output of the LP package further,  e .g .  
extract  growth ra tes ,  fuel mixes or elasticities from the solution to a given prob- 
lem. For M E S S A G E  I I  t h e  post-processing is done by CAP ( C A  lculator Rogram)  
131, which 1s also able to handle data  from M E D E E - 2  [4] .  
The reader of t h s  paper  is assumed to be familiar with the theory of linear 
and mixed integer programming; if he wants t o  apply the  nonlinear options, some 
knowledge about M I N O S  and access to  t h s  code is essential. This User's Guide 
contains t he  mathematical formulation of M E S S A G E  I! and a guide to use the  
computer  codes of the matr ix generator and report  writer. I t  is thus intended t o  
be an  aid t o  implement and run the software of M E S S A G E  I I .  
2. General Remarks 
2.1 I h e  Software 
The software of M E S S A G E  I /  consists of two logical blocks (see figure 1). In 
block I 
-- CHIN converts the  inputs that are  given in a free format t o  the  format 
needed by the matrix generator (MXC) ,  
-- MXG generates the matrix corresponding to  these inputs and also pro- 
duces dump files containing the complete information on the input data 
and 
-- REPO produces a printable control output from the data  on the  dump 
files . 
input da ta  
J 
CHIN 
J 
kTXG -+ REP0 + report of input data 
& 
LP package 
& 
RDSOL + KBF + summary of results 
J 
CAP -+CPLOT +p lo t s  
J 
tables 
l- 
F ~ g u r e  1: Basic Set-up of the  Software of MESSAGE I! 
In chapter 5 the  ILnkage of the  single codes, the units used and the files handled 
are  explained more explicitly. 
Block 2 contains five computer codes, namely 
-- RDSOL, whlch converts the printabIe solution file produced by M I N O S  into 
an unformatted and sorted FORTRAh' fde; the adaptation t o  commercial LP 
packages (e .g. ,  APEX, MPSX) can be done easily, 
-- IVBF, that yields information on the structure of the solution, i .e . ,  whch  
columns and rows a re  basic and whlch limits a re  reached, 
-- CAP, that is used t o  produce tables from the solution obtained (according 
to  external instructions), and 
-- CPLOT, that  uses information given from CAP to produce plots and SPLOT, 
that can produce an  output on the line printer or sc reen  whlch simulates 
plotting. 
The description on the use of the computer codes of block 2 can be found in [3] 
In order to  be able to  adapt  the size of the software t o  the model size an 
additional code is available: 
-- CHDIM, which changes t h e  dimensions of all arrays in the other codes to 
the appropriate sizes. 
2.2 The Basic Structure 
Although this paper  is not intended to  be a description of the  model 
MESSAGE 11, but. a users guide to block 1 of the software, a n  outline of the model 
formulation is given below. This is t o  help the user to understand the way the code 
works and to  indicate for which types of models t he  matrix generator can be 
applied. 
In first approximation MESSAGE / I  can be called a physical flow model. Given 
a vector of demands for specified goods or services, it assures sufficient supply, 
utilizing the technologies and resources considered. In its usual application the 
model is used to  evaluate energy systems, but any other problem dealing with 
systems where specified demands can be me t  by a number of interrelated suppl? 
options can be modeled a s  well. 
The backbone of MESSAGE / I  is the technical description of the modeled sys- 
t em.  This includes the definition of the  categories of energy forms considered, 
llke, e .g . ,  primary energy, final energy, useful energy (see figure Z ) ,  and the 
energy forms actually used,  e .g . ,  coal or district heat ,  but  also the  tons of steel or 
useful space heat  provided by the  use of energy. The technologies are defined by 
their  inputs and outputs,  the  efficiency and t h e  degree of variability if more than 
one input or output exists, e .g . ,  the possible production pat terns  of a refinery. By 
all these definitions of energy carr iers  and technologies a so-called energy chain 
is s t ructured,  where t h e  energy flows from the supply side t o  the demand side. 
The supplying energy forms can belong to all categories except useful energy, 
they have to  be chosen in light of the actual problem. Maximal amounts available 
inside the modeled region and import possibilities have to  be specified. Together 
with the demands, tha t  a re  exogenous to the model, t he  technical system pro- 
vides the  basic se t  of constraints:  The demands have to  be met  by the energy 
flowlng from domestic resources and imports through the modeled energy chain. 
Leue l Identifier 
Resources R 
4 
Pnmary Energy A 
J 
Secondary  Energy  X 
4 
mal Energy  T 
(af ter  t ransmiss ion)  
4 
Final Energy  F 
(af ter  dist r ibut ion)  
4 
U s e f i l  Energy U 
Flgure 2: Identification of the Energy Form Levels in MESSAGE / I .  
The amount and quality of obtainable information can be increased consider- 
ably by accounting for existing installations and the need to  construct new capa- 
cities of the technologies. By knowing which types of and how many installations 
a r e  required to  build up a desired system one can assess the effects on the  econ- 
omy. 
The investive requirements can  be distributed over the construction time of 
the  plant and they can be subdivided into different categories to  a l l o ~ -  accounting 
for the requirements from some important industrial and commercial sectors.  
But also the needs for basic materials during construction of a technology as well 
a s  the utilization of non-energetic inputs during the operation of a plant can be 
accounted for, keeping t rack of the industrial branches they originate from in 
monetary te rms  or just accumulating the needs in physical units. 
Minimization of the total system costs can be used as objective to choose a 
solution (actually this is the default implemented into the system). In this case 
for all costs occurring a t  la ter  points in time the present value is calculated by 
discounting them t o  the lirst year  of the calculation, the surn of the discounted 
costs represents  the objective function value. Discountmg makes  the  costs 
occurring in different points in t ime comparable, the discount r a t e  chosen defines 
t h e  welghts different periods g e t  in  the optimization. In principle i t  should be 
equal t o  the long-term real interest r a t e ,  i . e  excluding inflation or any other 
alternative opportunity. A hlgh discount rate  gives more welght o r  importance to  
present  expenditures than to  future ones, whle a low discount r a t e  reduces these 
differences and thus favors investments decreasing the  run-time expenditures for 
a technology. 
The time horizon of a model application has to be chosen with regard to the 
problem; it could be long as well as short t e rm.  Even the  use for a single point it 
t h e  could give valuable results for complex problems. For the calculations t h s  
time horizon is split into periods of optionai length, each of whlch is represented 
by a sample year in the model. 
The development of the  modeled system over t ime can be more or less 
predefined if relative or absolute limits for certain energy carr iers  or  technolo- 
gies a r e  given. But additionally M E S S A G E I I  gives the  possibility t o  introduce 
maximal and also minimal growth or decline rates  for t h e  installation of new tech- 
nologies and for the use of domestic and imported fuels. This allows to predefine 
a range of variability of t h e  system in time, wittun tha t  the model will dynamically 
choose an optimal strategy. 
Other features of M E S S A G E  I /  are dealing with 
-- energy storage including consideration of decay of contents (e.g. heat 
storage), 
-- load variations using semi-ordered, i .e.  not completely ordered load 
curves, 
-- demand and supply elasticities, 
-- stock-piling of fuels over the time horizon, 
-- inventories and last cores like they are  necessary for nuclear reactors.  
-- the built-in possibility to model energy density a reas ,  
-- unit sizes of new installations, and 
-- nonlinear objective functions, if M I N O S  is used t o  solve the problem. 
As far as these special features a re  not included in the mathematical formulation 
(see chapter 3.2) they a r e  explained in chapter 3.3. 
2.3 ' h e  Sample lnput N e  
Figure 3 gives an example of a simple energy chain that is defined based on 
the levels of energy forms as shown in figure 2 and used for implementing and 
testing the codes. T b s  example, called STIM, which stands for Small Test and 
Implementation Model, will be used as  illustration in the following chapters.  The 
domestic resource in STIM-coal--can only be used in a co-generation plant. The 
imported crude oil has to go through a refinery, outcoming residual fuel oil can 
be cracked again or used in heat plants or power plants. The lghter  fractions can 
either be consumed for heating or to  produce peak electricity. Gasoline (either 
produced in the refinery or in crackers or imported) goes to the transport sector,  
only. The second domestic energy source is hydraulic power. The demands in 
STIM a re  for specific applications of electricity and gasoline (in te rms of final 
energy) and for useful thermal energy. 
In order to run this model with MESSAGE /I the user has to  give 6 categories 
of information on thls system: 
1) general definitions like, e .g . ,  time horizon, lengths of periods, first year of 
calculation, energy form levels used out of the set  showed in figure 2 or 
new definition of these levels, energy forms on each level, which of these 
a re  to be modeled taking into consideration load variations, e t c . ,  
2) demands and their evolution over time, dstribution to  the load regions 
and energy density areas and definition of demand elasticities, 
3) additional constraints and relations, accounting rows to be included. 
4) objective function to be used, 
5) d e b t i o n  of technologies in the energy chain b y  technical--efficiencies, 
technical plant life, etc.--and economic--investment costs,  operation costs, 
etc.--parame ters and 
6) availability and costs of resources, imports and exports, supply elastici- 
ties, etc.  
Appendix 1 contains the input file for the matrix generator corresponding to 
the sample system STIM. Rased on t h s  input fde M,YG would generate a matrix 
containing at least one activity variable for each technology (representing the 
annual energy input to that  technology, see chapter 3.1.1) per period. If  one of 
the in- or outputs of the technology is defined to have load regions, one activity 
variable is defined for each load region (the relative production per load region is 
chosen during optimization, then). This can also be fixed to a predefined pattern, 
L 
0 
c 
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ri? 
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if desired--in STIY the hydroelectric power plants a re  fixed to the known pat tern 
in that  hydraulic power is available. A capacity variable per  period (see chapter 
3.1.3) is also generated,  if it is not switched off explicitly, like for light liquid t ran-  
sportation in S T f M  (because of the short plant life of tank trucks).  Thls variable 
represents  the annual new installations of the system per  period. For each tech- 
nology t h e  two types of activities a r e  linked together by a capacity constraint 
(see chapter  3.2.23), which ensures that  not more capacity is utilized than is 
available. 
For all energy forms defined in t h e  energy chain energy flow constraints a re  
constructed, see  for instance chapter  3.2.3. All technologies producing a n  energy 
carr ier  a r e  included with a positive coefficient, while the ones consuming t h s  
energy form a re  included with a negative coefficient. The relation between the 
coefficients of a technology in different energy flow constraints a r e  defined by the 
efficiency of t h a t  technology. The balances for the energy forms on the  demand 
level contain t h e  demand as right hand side (chapter 3.2.1). Domestic resources 
and imports  a re  included as  suppliers and exports as  additional consumers 
(chapter  3.2.6). In STIM gasoline import is included in the balance for gasoline on 
level A. 
For h e a t  pumps a dynamic constraint on the  build up of new capacity is 
included, The model can s ta r t  to use heat pumps from a cer tain year on with an 
initial size (given by the start-up parameter ,  see chapter  3.2.26) and then 
increase t h e  annual new installations by a given percentage per  year .  Hydroelec- 
tric power plants have a lower dynamic constraint on the  activity ensuring a pro- 
duction t h a t  does not decline over the time horizon. Analogous constraints can 
be used for resource extraction, imports and exports. 
In addition to  this fixed s t ructure the user can  define relations himself. The 
first entries in block 3 guarantee an overcapacity for dlstrict heat  and electricity 
production plants of 20Z and 30%, respectively. The others  ensure t h a t  the  use of 
district h e a t  does not decline in relation to the demand, count the  production of 
SO2 and NO, from central systems, force peak power plants into the  system, and 
limit t he  co-generation plant to operate more than 4000 and less t han  6000 hours 
per  year.  
3. The Mathematical Formulation of MESSAGE I1 
During model development, w h c h  was, as indicated above, initially directed 
towards an energy supply model, the matrix generator was changed several times 
in order to allow for a more general applicability. Now MESSAGE I f  is also used for 
t h e  formalization of dynamic input /output  models and progress is made in 
defining a consumer demand model. For applications at  institutes with small- 
scale computers a decomposition algorithm is being developed, that  allows a 
problem to  be solved iteratively in several s teps  151. 
T h s  chapter describes the  system of linear equations that  can be  generated 
with the matrix generator of MESSAGE I I .  They a re  explained here in view of the 
energy supply model. The first subsection contains a definition of t he  variables 
(COLUMNS), the second one the equations (ROWS). The notation of the variable 
and equation names is the same as  in t he  produced matrix, upper case letters 
give fix identifiers, while small le t ters  are  defined by the  user or varied over a set 
of characters.  
The variables and equations of MESSAGE I1 will be explained for the default 
values of the model with the level definition given in figure 2. This can,  of course. 
be  changed by the  user. The energy form level ' V has  special features that  a r e  
simply related t o  the  identifier and can  be avoided by renaming this level. 
In order to  keep the  notation simple and the  mathematical description as 
shor t  a s  possible some complicated features a re  omitted from the  following for- 
mulation and described in an extra  section, chapter  3.3. 
3 .1  kfmition of the Variables (COLUMNS) 
The variables of MESSAGE II  can be grouped into three categories 
1) Energy flow variables representing an amount of energy. The unit is usu- 
ally MWyr fo r  small regions and GWyr for bigger areas,  
2) Power variables tha t  stand for the production capacity of a certain tech- 
nology (usual unit: MW or GW), and 
3) Stock-piles representing the amount of a fuel being cumulated a t  a cer- 
tain point in time (usual unit: KWyr or GWyr). 
3 . i . l  Activities of Energy Conversion Technologies 
Urndue. t , and 
Zsvdu.lt , 
where 
U identifies the end-use level and Z the other levels ( i .e .  Z E [ F , T , x , A ~ ) ,  
s is the main energy input of the technology (supply), if none exists s = ' . '  (e .g. ,  
solar technologies), 
IJ identifies the conversion technology, 
d is the main energy output of the technology (demand), 
u identifies the energy density area;  if none are defined or the technology is cen- 
tralized. u = I . ' ,  
e is the level of reduction of demand due to own-price elasticities of demands 
(does only occur on the  demand level, otherwise o r  if this demand has 
no elasticities e = I . '), 
1 identGes the load region, I € [1,2.3 , . . . j  or 1 = I . ' ,  if the technology is not 
modeled with load regions, and 
t identifies the period, t E la, b ,c  , .. . j .  
The activity variable of an  energy conversion technology is an  energy flow 
variable. I t  contains the annual consumption of the main input per period. If a 
technology has no input, the variable is related to the main output.  It can exist 
for several energy density areas (u) if t he  output of the technology exists for 
energy density areas and load regions (I) if the main energy input o r  output is 
modeled with load regions and the  production pattern of the technology is not 
fixed--see chapter 3.3.4. For technologies serving a demand category, it can also 
exist for the elasticity classes ( e )  (see chapter 3.3.12). 
3.1.2 Activities of Energy Storage Technologies 
a)  lnput t o  Energy Storage Technologies 
SIZsuvlt , 
where 
SI identifies the storage input variables, 
s is the energy form to be stored, 
Z identifies the level on tha t  the energy form is defined (i .e.  Z E [F,T,X,Aj) ,  
v identifies the storage technology, 
u identifies the energy density a rea ,  
I identifies the load region in that  the energy is stored, and 
t is the period identifier. 
The storage input variables are  energy flow variables and contain the amount 
of fuel s that is stored in t he  technology v in load region 1 and period t . 
b) Output from Energy Storage Technologies 
where 
0 identifies the storage output variables, 
s is the  energy form stored in the technology, 
2 identifies the  level on t ha t  the  energy form is defined (i.e. Z E ~ F , T , X , A ] ) ,  
v identifies the storage technology, 
u identuies the energy density a rea ,  
1 is the load region in that  the energy was stored, 
m is the load region in tha t  the energy is retrieved, and 
t is the period identifier. 
The storage output  variables are  energy flow variables and contain the 
amount of fuel s t ha t  was s tored in load region 1 and is retrieved in load region 
m. 
3.1.3 Capacities of Energy Conversion Technologies 
where 
Y is the identifier for capacity variables. 
Z identifies the level on t ha t  the main energy output of the technology is defined, 
s is the main energy input  of the technology, 
v identifies the conversion technology, 
d is the main energy output of the technology. 
u is the  energy density a r ea ,  and 
t is the period in that this capacity is built. 
The capacity variables a r e  power variables. In the cur ren t  version of 
MESSAGE I I  they are  the  only ones t ha t  can  be defined as integer variables (see 
chapter  3.3.14), w h c h  turned  out t o  be smcient in all applications so far.  
If they are  continuous the  capacity variables contain the  annual new installa- 
tions of the technology in period t ,  if they are integer they contain either the 
annual number of installations of a certain size o r  the  number of installations of 
1 / A t  times the  unit size ( A t  being the length of period t in years). The capacity 
is measured in units of main output of the technology. 
3.1.4 Capacities of Energy Storage Technologies 
a) Input/Output Capacity of Storage Technologies 
where 
Y identifies t he  capacity variables. 
G identifies the  I / O  capacity variables for storage technologies (generation capa- 
city),  
s is the energy form stored in t h s  technology, 
Z is the  level on tha t  this energy form is defined, 
u is the  energy density a rea ,  and 
t is the period in that  t h e  new capacity is built. 
The storage 110 capacity variables a r e  power variables and contain the 
annual construction of capacity to fill and empty the storage. They can be con- 
tinuous or integer like the  conversion technology capacity variables. 
b) Volume Capacity of Storage Technologies 
where 
V identifies the  volume capacity variables for storage technologies, and 
the  other  identifiers a re  t he  same as  under a ) .  
The storage volume capacity variables are  stock-pile variables and have an  
energy- and  not  power-related unit. They contain the  annual new- installation of 
the 'container'. They can  be continuous or integer like the conversion technology 
capacity variables. 
3.1.5 Use of Domestic Resources 
RZrgp .  . t o  
where 
R identifies t he  resource extraction variables, 
Z is the  level on that  the  resource is defined (usually = R ) .  
r is the resource being extracted, 
g is t h e  grade (also called cost category), dependent on T ,  
p is the class of supply elasticity, dependent on g ( r )  (see chapter 3.3.13), and 
t identifies t he  period. 
The resource variables a re  energy flow variables and contain the  annual ra te  
of extraction of resource T ,  grade g and elasticity class p . 
3.1.6 Imports 
IZscp.lt, 
I identifies the import variables, 
Z is the  level on tha t  the  imported energy form is defined (usually A for primary 
energy and X for secondary energy), 
s identifies the imported energy form, 
c is the  country the imports come from, dependent on s ,  
p identifies the price category of import, dependent on c (s), and 
1 is  the load region identifier if s is modeled with load regions, otherwise ' . ' .  
The import variables a re  energy flow variables and contain the annual import 
of the identified fuel per  country and elasticity class and, if the fuel has load 
regions, per  load region. 
3.1.7 Exports 
EZrcp. 11 , 
where 
E is the identifier for export variables, and 
all the other identifiers a re  the same as  for imports.  
The export variables contain the annual ra te  of export of the identified fuel 
pe r  country and elasticity class and, if r is modeled with load regions, load 
region. 
3 .1.8 Stock-pile of Fuels 
Q f b  . . . .  t 8 
where 
Q identifies stock-pile variables, 
f identfies the fuel with stock-pile, 
b distinguishes the variable from the equation, and 
t is the period identifier. 
The stock-pile variables a re ,  a s  the name says, stock-pile variables and con- 
tain the amount of fuel f t h a t  is available in period t .  Rote that  these variables 
do not refer to the years in the period, but  to the period as a whole 
3.1.9 Base Load Relocation Variables 
ZPsu . . .  t , 
where 
Z is the level on that  the  energy form is defined, 
P identifies base load relocation variables, 
s is the identifier of the fuel. 
u is the energy density a r ea  o r  '. ', if energy density areas  a r e  not modeled or the 
energy forms on level Z do not have energy density areas,  and 
t is the period. 
The base load relocation variables a re  energy flow variables and contain the 
amount of base load energy form s that  is relocated from the normal vertical load 
regions to the horizontal base load load region (see chapters  3 .2 .< ,  3.2.5 and 
3.3.6)  
3.2 Description of the Bquations (ROWS) 
As already mentioned, t h s  description makes full use of all built-in level 
identifiers. Levels can be omitted or their default meanlng changed by changing 
the  identifier of the according level. 
3.2.1 Demand Constraints 
Out of the  predefined levels (see figure 2) each one can  be chosen as demand 
level. However, level ' U '  has a special feature. This is related to  t he  fact that  use- 
ful energy is usually produced on-site, e.g. ,  space heat is produced by a central 
heating system, and the load variations over the year a r e  all covered by this one 
system. Thus, an  allocation of production technologies t o  the different areas of 
the load curve, like the model would se t  it up according to t he  relation between 
investment and operating costs would ignore the fact tha t  these systems are  not 
located in t he  same place and are  not connected to each other .  MESSAGE I /  
represents the end-use technologies by one variable per  period tha t  produces the 
required useful energy in the  load pat tern needed and requires the inputs in the 
same pat tern.  For special technologies like, e .g . ,  night storage heating systems, 
this pattern can be changed to represent the internal storage capability of the 
system. 
T h s  representation of end-use technologies has the advantage of reducing 
t h e  size of the  model, because the demand constraints, t he  activity variables and 
t h e  capacity constraints of the  end-use technologies do not have t o  be  generated 
for each load region. 
If another level is chosen as  demand level or the levels a re  renamed (see 
chapter 3.2.2), all demand constraints for energy carr iers  tha t  a r e  modeled with 
load regions a re  generated for each load region. The demand constraints a re  
always produced for each energy density area.  The general form of the demand 
constraints is 
where 
Udut  is the annual demand for d in energy density area u and period t  , 
U s v d u e . t  is the activity of end-use technology v in period 1 ,  energy density area 
u ,  elasticity class e  and period t  (see chapter 3.1.1), 
crvd is the efficiency of end-use technology v in converting s to d ,  
@Ld is the efficiency of end-use technology v in producing by-product d from s (6 
is the main output of the technology), 
e d  is the number of steps of demand reduction modeled for own-price elasticities 
of demand d ,  and 
k, is the factor giving the relation of total demand for d  to the demand reduced 
to level e due to the demand elasticity. 
(k, x U s v d u e . t  = LlsvduO.1,  k o  = 1 ,  k, is increasing monotonously.) 
3.2.2 Distribution Balance 
Fsu . .  . l t  
Thls constraint, the final energy balance, matches the  use of final energy 
needed in the end-use technologies and the deljveries of the distribution systems 
It is generated for each energy density area, if the energy forms on level F are 
defined with energy density areas and for each load region, if energy form s is 
modeled with load regions. 
where 
FSvm.lt is the activity of the distribution technology in energy density area u ,  
load region 1 and period t (see chapter 3.1. i ) ,  
E ,  is the efficiency of technology v in distributing s ,  
U s v d u e . t  is the activity of end-use technology v in period 1 ,  energy dens~ ty  area 
u, and elasticity class e ,  
/?&, is the  use of fuel s relative to fuel o (the main input) by technology u ,  and 
qd,[ is the fraction of demand for d occurring in load region I .  
3.2.3 Transmission or Transportation Balance 
This constraint gives the simplest form of an energy balance equation of 
MESSAGE II. It matches the output of transmission to  the requirements of distri- 
bution systems. The diflerence to other levels (F,x,A) is not built-in, but 
emerges from the simplicity of energy transportation (i.e., transportation techno- 
logies do usually not have by-products and only one input). Storage could, for 
instance, be located on t h s  level as well. Also b ~ g  industrial consumers that  are 
directly connected to the transmission system would have to  be included in t h s  
constraint. Like level F it does usually exist for all energy density areas and load 
regions if they are  defined for the fuel. Level T is omitted in STIM. 
where 
Tsvsu.it is the activity of the transportation technology v (see chapter 3.1.1), and 
all the other entries to the equation are the same as in chapter 3.2.2. 
3.2.4 Central Conversion and Storage Balance 
In principle the secondary energy balance is built up in the same way as the 
t w o  previous ones (chapters 3.2.2 and 3.2.3). It matches the production of central 
conversion technologies to the requirements of the transmission systems and is 
given here mainly to explain the introduction of storage. Additionally secondary 
energy imports and exports of secondary energy are usually assigned to level X. 
An addition can be made for energy forms with load regions: the  reassign- 
men t  of base load energy t o  a special base load load region, a feature that  is help- 
ful if the  model is not used from primary, but only from secondary to  useful 
energy (see also chapters 3.1.9, 3.2.5 and 3.3.6). However, t h s  relocation does 
not necessarily have to be asslgned to  level X and should not be used if produc- 
tion and central  conversion of energy is included in the model. 
I + Al X (1-lr,)xXPs . . . .  t I = p e a k  - (1-rr,) xXPs . . . .  t I = b a s e  load , 
where 
Xms..l t  is the activity of central  conversion technology v in load region I and 
period t (see chapter  3.1.1); if the  secondary energy form s is not 
defined with load regions ( i . e .  I = '.') and the  activity of technology v 
exists for each load region, t h s  equation will contain the sum of the 
activity variables of technology v over the load regions. 
E, is the efficiency of technology v in converting energy carrier r into secon- 
dary energy form s ,  
Pfv,, is the efficiency of technology v in converting energy carr ier  r into the  by- 
product s of technology v , 
Tsum.Lt is explained in  chapter  3.2.3,  and 
IXscp.lt and EXscp.lt a re  t h e  import and export variables explained in chapters 
3.1.6 and 3.1.7,  respectively. 
The following entries can only exist, if energy carrier s is modeled with load 
regions: 
0Xsv.mlt and SIXsv.lt a r e  t he  activity variables for storage technology v as  
described in chapter  3.1.2, 
E ,  is the  1/0 eff~ciency of storage technology v ,  
Al is the  length of load region I (as fraction of the year), 
n, is the minimum fraction of demand for s that remains peak, 
rn, is the number of load regions that  storage technology v can keep the content 
(see chapter 3.3.5),  and 
XF's . . . . t  is the base load relocation variable, giving the amount of base load 
energy that  is redistributed from peak load regions to the  base load 
load region and therefore base load supply (see also chapters 3.1.9, 
3.2.5 and 3.3.6). 
3.2.5 Base Load Balance for Imports 
These balance equations establish the relation between peak and base load 
energy use if this option is applied. It will be generated for all energy forms that 
have load regions on the specified level (usually X). 
All entries to this equation a r e  described in chapter 3.2.4 .  
3.2.6 Resource Extraction, Export and Import Balance 
T h s  equation matches production and import of primary energy to the 
requirements of central conversion, transport and for export. In the general case 
primary energy does have neither energy density areas nor load regions. Some 
technologies, l ~ k e ,  e .g. ,  nuclear reactors need inventories of primary energy and 
also leave a last  core tha t  is available a t  the end of the  lifetime. It may be neces- 
sary to model by-products of extraction technologies, for instance the  availability 
of associated gas a t  oil production sites. 
where 
h 7  . . .  t is the activity of technology v extracting resource T ,  
E,  is the efficiency of technology v in extracting fuel r (this is usually I . ) ,  
pivs is the eficiency of technology v in produciw secondary energy form s from 
the by-input p ,  
/ATcp..t and EArcp..t a r e  t h e  import and export variables described in chapter 
3.1.6 and 3.1.7, respectively, 
rfVs is the plant life of technology v in periods (dependiw on the lengths of the 
periods covered), 
YXfvs..t is the annual new installation of technology v in period t (see chapter 
3.1.3), 
~ ( f v s  ,T)  is the amount of fuel T that is needed when technology v goes into opera- 
tion (usually this is the first core of a reactor).  I t  has to  be available in 
the period before technology v goes into operation, the normal unit is 
kKyr/kw, 
p ( f v s , r )  is the amount of fuel T that becomes available after technology v goes 
out of operation (for a reactor t h s  is the last core tha t  goes t o  repro- 
cessing). The unit is the same as  for ~ ( f  vs , r ) ,  and 
At is the  length of period t in years. 
3.2.7 Resource Consumption 
The resources produced by the extraction technologies in a period can come 
from different cost categories (also called grades), w h c h  can, e.g.,  represent the 
different effort to reach certain resources. Short-term variations in price due to 
steeply increasing demand can be represented by an elasticity approach (see 
chapter 3.3.13). 
where 
RRrgp..!  is the annual extraction of resource T ,  cost category (grade) g and elas- 
ticity class p in period t (see chapter 3.1.5), and 
Arwr. . .  f is the activity of extraction technology v in period t (as described in 
chapter 3.1.1). 
3.2.8 Resource Availability per Grade 
Limits the domestic resources available from one cost category (grade) over 
the whole time horizon. 
where 
R~CJ is the total amount of resource T ,  cost category g , that  is available for 
extraction, 
RRrgp. . t  is the annual extraction of resource T ,  cost category (grade) g and elas- 
ticity class p in period t , and 
A t  is the length of period t .  
3.2.9 Maximum Annual Resource Extraction 
RRr . . . .  t  
Limits the domestic resources available annually per period over all cost 
categories. 
where 
Argt is the  maximum amount  of resource r ,  grade g ,  tha t  can  be extracted per 
year of period t  , and 
RRrgp. . t  is the annual extraction of resource r ,  cost category (grade) g and elas- 
ticity class p in period t  . 
3.2.10 Resource Depletion Constraints 
The extraction of a resource in a period can be  constrained in  relation t o  the 
total amount still exist= in tha t  period. For reasons of computerization these 
constraints can also be genera ted  for imports and exports,  although they do not 
have any relevance there ( they could, e .g . ,  be used for specific scenarios in order 
t c  stabilize the solution). 
where 
Rrg is the total amount of resource r ,  cost category g ,  tha t  is available for 
extraction, 
RRrgp . . t  is the annual extraction of resource r ,  cost category (grade) g and elas- 
ticity class p in period t  , 
df, is t he  maximum fraction of resource r ,  cost category g ,  tha t  can be extracted 
in period t , 
Arg is the  total arnount-available in the base year, and 
At is the length of period t in years .  
3.2.11 Maximum Annual Resource Extraction per Grade 
RR7g.a.t 
Limits the domestic resources available from one cost category per year. 
where 
f i g  is the total amount of resource r ,  cost category g ,  that is available for 
extraction, and 
RRrgp. . t  is the annual extraction of resource r , cost category (grade) g and elas- 
ticity class p in period t . 
3.2.12 Upper Dynamic Resource Extraction Constraints 
The annual extraction level of a resource in a period can be related to the 
previous one by a growth parameter and an increment of extraction capacity 
resulting in upper dynamic extraction constraints. For the first period the 
extraction is related to the activity in the base year. 
where 
7:: is the maximum growth of extraction of resource r between period t -1 and t , 
g; is the initial size (increment) of extraction of resource T in period t , and 
RRrgp. . t  is the annual extraction of resource r ,  cost category (grade) g and elas- 
ticity class p in period t . 
3.2.13 Lower Dynamic Extraction Constraints 
The annual extraction level of a resource in a period can also be related to 
the previous one by a decrease parameter and a decrement  resultmg in lower 
dynamic extraction constraints. For the first period the extraction is related to 
the activity in the base year. 
where 
72 is the maximum decrease of extraction of resource T between period t -1 and 
t , 
gz is the 'last' size (decrement) of extraction of resource T in period t , and 
RRrgp. . t  1s the annual extraction of resource T ,  cost category (grade) g and elas- 
ticity class p in period t . 
3.2.14 Dynamic Extraction Constraints per Grade 
MRRrg. .t , and 
LRArg.. t 
The same kind of relations as described in chapters 3 . 2 1 2  and 3.2.13 can be 
defined per grade of the resource. 
3.2.15 lmports per Country 
I h c  .g . . 
Limits the imports of a fuel from a specific country c over the whole horizon 
where 
k c  is the total import limit for r from country c , 
/krcp. . t  is the annual import of r from country c ,  elasticity class p in period t ,  
and 
At is t he  length of period t in years. 
3.2.16 Maximum Annual Imports 
Limits the  annual imports of a fuel Irom all countries per  period. 
where 
irt is the annual import limit for r in period t , and 
/ h c p . . t  is the annual import of r from country c , elasticity class p in period t . 
3.2.17 Maximum Annual lmports per  Country 
IArc.a.t 
Limits the imports from one country pe r  year.  
where 
/ ~ c t  is t he  limit on the annual imports from country c , period t  of fuel T ,  and 
/Arcp.. t  is  the annual import 01 r from country c , elasticity class p in period t . 
3.2.18 Upper Dynamic Import Constraints 
The annual import level of a fuel in a period can,  like the  resource extrac- 
tion, be related to the previous one by a growth parameter  and a n  increment 
resu l t~ng  in upper dynamic constraints.  
where 
IArcp..t is  the annual import of r from country c ,  elasticity class p in period t , 
72 is the maximum increase of import of r between period t -1 and t , and 
g; is the initial size (increment) of import of r in period t . 
3.2.19 Lower Dynamic Import Constraints 
The annual import level of a fuel in a period can also be related t o  t h e  previ- 
ous one by a decrease parameter  and a decrement resulting in lower dynamic 
import constraints. 
where 
Ikrcp. .t is  the annual import of r from country c , elasticity class p in period 2 ,  
7; is the  maximum decrease of import of T between period t -1 and t , and 
g; is the  'last '  size (decrement) of import of r in period t . 
3.2.20 Dynamic lmporl  Conslraints per  Country 
MIATc.  . t  and 
LIATc.  . t  
The same kind of relations can be defined per  country from that  the  fuel 1s 
imported. 
3.2.21 Constraints on Exports 
The exports of fuels can  principally be limited in  the  same way as  the 
imports. In the identifiers of the  variables and constraints t he  'r is substituted by 
a n  ' E  . 
3.2.22 Storage Balance 
Chapter 3.3.5 describes the background of the  implementation of energy 
storage in M E S S A G E  I / .  In the  storage balances the energy flows into and out of 
the storage technologies a r e  balanced. M E S S A G E  I /  does keep t rack of the time 
tha t  a certain amount is s tored by using a separate  storage output variable for 
each pair of input and output load regions (see also chapter  3.1.2). In the follow- 
ing two examples a r e  given: the equations differ for different kinds of storage 
(e .g. ,  daily, weekly, seasonal). 
a )  daily storage 
~+mfy 1 
P, x S I X s v . l t  - C - x 0 X s v . I r n t  s 0 , 
m = l + l  i1.m 
b) seasonal storage 
where 
f l , ,  forwards the  appropriate amount of fuel to  the next period ( t h s  is important 
for small t ime steps,  for instance At = I ) ,  
for 1 < m 
film = I I- ~t - 1  for i > m ,  
l o  1 for 1 < m  I 12m = for 1 > m  . 
SIXsu.lt is the amount of fuel s put into storage v in load region I ,  
0Xsv.lmt is the amount of fuel s taken out of storage v in load region m, which 
was put  into storage in load region 2 ,  
t, is the efficiency of putting fuel s into storage v (e.g. the  pumping losses in 
pumped hydro storage plants can be accounted for this way), 
rnL is t he  number of load regions that  the fuel can be stored. I t  depends on the 
kind of storage (for daily storage it is the number of load regions that 
represent  one day, for seasonal storage the whole pear. therefore all 
load regions) and if there is an explicit limit given (e .g . ,  the tempera- 
ture  inside a hea t  storage can fall below the level where it still can be 
retrieved after a certain time), 
is the decrease of storage contents from load region 1 to load region m ,  used 
for heat  storage (exponential decay), and 
At is t he  length of period t in years. 
3.2.23 Capacity of Conversion Technologies 
For all conversion technologies the capacity constraints will be generated for 
as many load regions as the activity variables a re  generated for (see chapters 
3.1.1 and 3.3.4). If a technology is defhed to exist in several energy density 
areas, the capacity constraints will be generated for each of these energy density 
areas. If the technology is an end-use technology the sum over the elasticity 
classes will be included in the capacity constraint. 
Additionally different types of activity variables can be linked to the same 
capacity variable, resulting in a variable production pattern, w h c h  leave the 
choice of the operation mode open for the model (see 3.2.23 d and 3.3.9)). 
a) Technologies without load regions 
For technologies without load regions the installed capacity is only related to 
the production by the plant factor, i.e. t he  time the technology runs per year.  All 
end-use technologies (technologies on level ' U ' )  are included in t h s  manner. Thus 
for these technologies the plant factor has to give the fraction they actually 
operate per year. 
b) Technologies with load regions and "free" production pattern 
Here the installed capacity is related to the production in each load region 
and therefore defined by the hghes t  capacity utilization. The plant factor gives 
the fraction of operatmg time in peak operation mode (in general t h s  is the avai- 
lability factor). Maintenance times can  be included by using user defined rela- 
tions, if necessary; also a minimum operation time can be given t h s  way (see 
chapter 3.2.30). 
c) Technologies with load regions and "fixed" production pattern 
The production pattern of a technology that has load regions can be fixed 
(e.g. nuclear and solar technologies) to a certain shape. The plant factor has the 
same meaning as in case b),  but  the activity of the technology and thus the capa- 
city constraint does only exist once per period. 
~mct X n(lm , w d )  
k X Zsvd. . . t  - 
min (t .r&) 
C A T X ~ , ~ X  f i x Y Z s ~ d . . ~ ~  A C L X ~ ~  
r=l -rmd 
d) Technologies with Varying Inputs and Outputs 
Many types of energy conversion technologies do not have fix relations 
between their inputs and outputs. Therefore MESSAGE I/ foresees the option of 
linking several activity variables of conversion technologies together in one capa- 
city constraint. Here this constraint is only described for technologies without 
load regions; the other types are constructed in a n  analogous way (see also 
chapter 3.3.9). 
where 
Z.wd..lt is the activity of conversion technology v in period t and, if defined so, 
load region l , see chapter 3.1.1, 
YZsvd..t is the capacity variable of conversion technology v (see chapter 3.1.3), 
E , ~  is the eEciency of technology v in converting the main energy input, s , into 
the main energy output, d ,  
zmd is the last period in that  technology v can be constructed, 
msvd is the "plant factor" of technology v ,  having different meaning depending on 
the type of capacity equation applied (this is described in the input 
description, chapter 4.2.3), 
AT is the length of period 7 in years, 
7, is the plant life of technology v in periods, 
h c L  represents the installations built before the time horizon under cons~dera-  
tion, tha t  a re  still in operation in period t .  If installations go out of 
operation wi thn  a period, their operation capacity is reduced to the 
share of capacity that still operates on the average in that  period, 
f i  is 1. i f  the capacity variable is continuous, and contains the minimum installed 
capacity per year (unit size) if the variable is integer. 
I ,  is the load region with maximum capacity use if the  production over the year 
is b e d ,  
n(Lm ,md) is the share of output in the load region with maximum production, 
relZ6 is the relative capacity of main output of technology (or operation mode) 
svd t o  t he  capacity of main output  of technology (or operation mode) 
ov' d ,  
hi is the length of load region I as fraction of t he  year,  and 
hlm is the  length of load region I , ,  the load region with maximum production, as 
fraction of the year.  
3.2.24 Input/Output Capacity of Storage 
This equation defines the capacity of storing or releasing energy per  unit of 
time in a certain storage technology. 
where 
SIXsv.lt and O X s v . d t  are the flows into and out of the storage technology v , as  
described in chapters 3.1.2 and 3.2.22. 
YX&v.. T is the generation capacity of storage v as described in chapter 3.1.4,  
e, is the efficiency of storage technology v ,  
hi is the length of load region 1 as fractlon of the  year ,  
n, is the  last period in that  technology v can be constructed, 
IT, is the  plant factor of technology v ,  
AT is the  length of period T in periods, 
7, is the plant life of technology v in years,  
Ackec represents the installations built before the time horizon under considera- 
tion, that  are  still in operation in period t .  If installations go out of 
operation within a period, their operation capacity is reduced to the 
share of capacity still operating on the  average in tha t  period, 
j i  is 1. if the capacity variable is continuous, and equal t o  the minimum installed 
capacity per year (unit size) if the variable is integer. 
3.2.25 Volume Capacity of Storage 
The amount of energy tha t  can be stored ( the maximum content a t  a time) 
can either be linked to  the I / O  capacity or evaluated endogenously in the model. 
Thus either a predefined storage technology like batteries can be modeled or the 
model can have the choice to optimize the relation between 1 / 0  capacity and 
storage volume. 
where 
SIXsv.lt and 0Xsv.mlt a re  the  flows into and out of the storage technology v ,  as 
described in chapters 3.1.2 and 3.2.22, 
YX'Bv . .  T is the generation capacity of storage v as described in chapter  3.1.4, 
jp, is the  relation of 1 / 0  to  volume capacity, 
YXkv. .  T is the volume capacity variable a s  described in chapter 3 1.4, 
nl is the number of occurrences per year (1 for seasonal, 365 for daily, e tc . ) .  
?LCL,~ represents the installations built before the time horizon under considera- 
tion, that  are  still in operation in period t .  If installations go out of 
operation withn a period, their  operation capacity is reduced to the 
share of capacity still operating on the  average in tha t  period, 
f ,  is 1. if the capacity variable is continuous, equal t o  the minimum installed 
capacity per  year (unit size) if the variable is integer, (,. is the  decrease parameter  as described in chapter 3.2.22,  and 
mf, is described in chapter 3.2.22. 
3.2.26 Upper Dynamic Constraints on New Built Capacities 
The dynamic capacity constraints relate the amount of annual new installa- 
tions of a technology in a period t o  the ones built annually during the  previous 
period. 
where 
yyh,,: is the  maximum growth r a t e  for the construction of technology v ,  
gykd,u, i  is the  initial size (increment) tha t  can be given for the introduction of 
new technologies, 
Y2svdu . t  is the annual new installation of technology v in energy density area u 
and period t . 
3.2.27 Lower Dynamic Constraints on Kew Built Capacities 
L YZsvdut 
where 
yy;,,,,, is the minimum growth ra te  for the construction of technology v ,  
g y k , u . i  is the 'last' size (decrement) allowing technologies to go out of the 
marke t ,  and 
YZsvdu.t is the annual new installation of technology v in energy density area u 
and period t  . 
3.2.28 Upper Dynamic Constraints on Production 
The dynamic production constraints relate the activity of a technology in a 
period to the one in the previous period. 
where 
y&.,,, and g&d,u,t are the maximum gronth rate and increment as described in 
chapter 3.2.26, and 
Zsvdu. It is the activity of technology v in load region I ,  energy density area u .  
If demand elasticities are modeled, the according summations are included 
for end-use technologies. 
3.2.29 Lower Dynamic Constraints on Production 
LZsvdu.  t 
where 
y&.,., and gukd.,,, are the maximum growth rate and ~ncrement  as described in 
chapter 3.2.26. and 
Zsvdu. It is the activity of technology v in load region I ,  energy density area u .  
3.2.30 User-Defined Relations 
Nm.. . . L t  or An.. . . I t  
These relations allow the user to construct equations that are not included in 
the basic se t  of constraints. For each technology the user can specify coefficients 
with tha t  either the production variables (see chapter 3.1.1), the annual new 
installation variables (see chapter 3.1.3) or the total capacity in a year (like it is 
used in the capacity constraints, see chapter 3.2.23) can be included into that 
relation. The relations can be defined with and without load regions, have a lower, 
upper or  fix rlght hand side and be related to  an entry in the objective function, 
i.e., all entries to ttus relation are also entered to the objective function with the 
appropriate discount factor. There are two types of user/defined constraints, for 
which the entries to the objective function--without discounting--are summed up 
under the cost accounting rows CAR1 and CARZ. 
The user defined relations can be defined with load regions. Then all entries 
of activities of technologies with load regions are divided by the length of the 
according load region resulting in a representation of the utilized power. 
Relation without load regions 
, - 0 ~ x C ~ 7 7 1 s u . L t  X C , ,  + r o ~ : X Z 7 2 1 s u . . t  X E , ,  -t 
1 
nJE1 x YZ vsv , . 7 I ]  I:::i1 
where 
Umdue.t and YUwdu.f are the activity and capacity variables of the end-use 
technologies. 
Z r v s u . l t ,  Zn/su..f and YZrvsu.t are the activity variables of technologies with and 
without load regions and the capacity variables of the technologies, 
E,  and E& are the efficiencies of the technologies; they are included by the 
code, 
r o z  is the relative factor per unit of output of technology v (coefficient) for 
relational constraint m ,  
r c z  is the same per unit of new built capacity, 
 TO^ is the relative factor per unit of output of technology v (coefficient) for 
relational constraint m, load region 1 ,  
r c Z t  is the same per unit of new built capacity, 
r9Zt is the same for storage technologies per unit of new built generation capa- 
city, 
rvEt  is the same for storage technologies per unit of new built volume capacity, 
t l  is 1 for relations to construction and A 7  for relations to total capacity, 
I is 1 for accounting during construction and ' p  the plant life in periods for accounting of total capacity .and 
rhsf, is the right hand side of the constraint. 
Relation with load regions 
where 
h d u e . t  and YUmdu. t  are  the activity and capacity variables of the end-use 
technologies, 
Z r u m . l t ,  Zrvsu. .t and YZrvsu. t  are the activity variables of technologies with and 
without load regions and the capacity variables of the technologies, 
E, and EW are  the  efficiencies of the technologies; they are included by the 
code, 
r o z t  is the relative factor per unit of utilized capacity of technology v 
(coefficient) for relational constraint m in load region I ,  period t  ( t h s  
constraint is adapted to represent the utilized power, as stated 
above), 
rest is the same per  unit of new built or installed capacity, 
r o g t  is the relative factor per unit of output of technology v (coefficient) for 
relational constraint m ,  load region I ,  
r c Z t  is the same per  unit of new built capacity, 
rg,"lt is the same for storage technologies per unit of new built or installed gen- 
eration capacity, 
rv:" is the same for storage technologies per unit of new built or installed volume 
capacity, 
t l  is I for relations to  construction and AT for relations to total capacity, 
I is 1 for accounting durirg construction ip the plant life in periods foraccounting of total capacity .and 
r h k l  and is the right hand side of the constraint. 
Construction of relations between periods 
where 
Usudue . t  and Y U s v d u . t  are  the activity and capacity variables of the  end-use 
technologies, 
Z r v s u . l t  and Zrvsu..t a re  the activity variables of technologies with and without 
load regions, 
E ,  and E, are t h e  eEciencies of the technologies; they are included by the 
code, 
ror4 is the relative factor per unit of output of technology v (coefficient) for 
relational constraint rn, period t , 
TO%' is the relative factor per unit of output of technology v (coefficient) for 
relational constraint m ,  load region I ,  and 
rhsA and is the right hand side of the constraint.  
For t h s  type of constraints only the TO-coefficients have to be supplied by the 
user,  the  rest  is included by the model. It can be defined with and without load 
regions. 
The second type of user defined relations differs from the first one in the  fact 
tha t  t h e  activity of the end-use technologies is multiplied by k, and therefore 
represents the production without reduction by demand elasticities. 
Thus t h s  constraint can be applied to  force a certain reduction level due to  
t he  elasticities reached in one period t o  be also reached in the following period, 
allowing the  interpretation of the  reduction as investments in saving. The 
coefficient of t he  technologies supplying a demand have to  be the inverse of t h s  
demand in the current  period, then ( t h s  can  be done by a switch--see input 
description, chapter  4 .2 .3 . ) .  T h s  constraint has the  following form: 
Od Ice x x x L7svdue.t x~~~~ x -- 
8v s = o  Udui 
ad x x ~ s v d u e .  ( t  - I ) X E ~  x S 0 ,  
8v e=O Udu ( t  -1) 
where 
the coefficients are supplied by MESSAGE I I .  The user can additionally define 
multiplicative factors for these coefficients. 
3.2.31 Stock-Piling of Fuels 
Q is a special level on tha t  energy forms can be defined that  a re  accumu- 
lated over time and consumed in later periods. One example is the accumulation 
of plutonium and later use in fast breeder reactors. Another example of using an 
equation like t h s  is t o  model re-building of old hydroelectric power stations (this 
option is included in STIM,  the sample input file, see  appendix 1): a resource can 
contain all hydraulic potential of a country that can be built up a t  a certain cost 
(grades can be used to differentiate), the cost of building the dam is assigned to  
t h s  resource. By a transfer technology having no cost and an eficiency of one 
this resource can be transferred to a stock-pile. The technology hydroelectric 
power plant in turn ,  needs some input of this stock-pile during construction and 
releases it back to the pile after the end of its operation life. The investment 
costs other than for the dam are  assened to the capacity of the power plant. T h s  
construction can  be done for all technologies that  consist of a part  with a very 
long life and one with a lifetime that lies in the considered time horizon. 
The general form of this constraint is: 
where 
is the identifier of the man-made fuel (e.g. plutonium, UZ33), 
TM is the plant life of technology v in periods, 
b(svd,f) is the  'first inventory' of technology v of f (relative to capacity of main 
output), 
p ( s v d .  f ) is the 'last core' of f in technology v ,  see alse chapter 3.2 .6 ,  
At is the length of period t in years, 
Zfvdu.1t is the annual input of technology v of fuel f in load region 1 and period 
t (1 1s '.' if v does not  have load regions), and 
Y2fvdu.t is the annual new installation of technology v in period t . 
3.2.32 Cost Accounting Rows 
The different types of costs (i.e. entries for the objective function) can be 
accumulated over all technologies in built-in accounting rows. These rows can be 
generated per period or for the whole horizon and contain the  sum of the 
undiscounted costs. They can also be limited. The implemented types are:  
CCIJR -- fix (related to the installed capacity) and variable (related to  the  pro- 
duc tion) operation and maintenance costs, 
CCAP -- investment costs; if the investments of a technology are  distributed over 
the prevlous periods, also the entries to  this accounting rows are  distri- 
buted (if the capital costs are  levelized, the total payments in a period 
can be taken from CINV; CCAP shows the share of investments in the 
according period, then),  
CRES -- domestic fuel costs, 
CARi -- costs related to  the user defined relations of type I (see chapter  3.2.30), 
CAR2 -- costs related to  the user defined relations of type 2 (see chapter  3.2.30), 
CRED -- costs for reducing demands due to demand elasticities, only related to 
technologies supplying the demands directly. 
CIMP -- import costs, 
CEXP -- gains for export, and 
CINV -- total investments (in case of levelized investment costs, see CCAP) 
3.2 .33 The Objective Function 
In its usual form the  objective function contains the sum of all discounted 
costs, i.e. all kinds of costs that  can be accounted for. All costs related to opera- 
tion (i.e. resource use, operation costs, costs of demand elasticities ,...) are  
discounted from the  middle of the current period to the first year. Costs related 
to  construction are  by default discounted from the beginning of the current 
period to the first year.  By usmg the facility of distributmg the investments or 
accounting during construction these costs can be distributed over some periods 
before or equal t o  the  current  one (see chapter 3 .3 .2 ) .  Thls distribution can also 
be performed for user defined relations. 
Another easy change can be made by putting additive and multiplicative 
weights to  the cost coeEcients; the additive weights will be discounted. Such 
coefficients can be put on the d~fferent  lunds of costs defined in the accounting 
rows. The minimization of primary energy use can for instance be acheved by 
setting all weights except the additive ones on resource and import costs to zero, 
the latter ones a re  se t  t o  1 .  Thus the costs of primary energy are ignored, only 
the energy content is counted. 
Another possibility to change the objective of MESSAGE I I  is provided by two 
fortran functions in the code. One of them is additive and one multiplicative, they 
are  called a t  the calculation of each cost coefficients. These functions can be 
changed by the user if he wants to implement special objectives. Currently they 
yield 0. as additive and 1. as multiplicative weight. 
The tn-o functions a re  
weight ( i , i  1 , i 2 , i 3 , i 4 )  - additive, and 
cwe igh( i  ,a l , i 2 , i 3 , i 4 )  - multiplicative, 
where 
i is the number of accounting row this kind of cost belongs to, 
i 1 is 0 for conversion technology related costs, 
1 for storage technology related costs, 
0 else (resources, imports, exports), 
i 2 is number of conversion/storage technology; 
0 for resources, imports, exports, and 
i 3 , i 4  are not yet used and set to 0 in all calls 
The objective function has the following general form: 











































































































































